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Executive Summary
Since early 2012, labor unions and the left-wing pressure groups they fund have attacked conservative policy organizations for assisting state and local legislators in developing legislation.
The Service Employees International Union (SEIU) and the AFL-CIO in particular have loudly
denounced “corporate interests” for funding these groups.
However, many of the same unions and left-wing pressure groups employ nearly identical tactics
to develop and enact liberal policies. San Francisco’s 2014 effort to establish two parallel sets of
first-of-their-kind scheduling mandates on chain stores and chain restaurants—called “formula
retail” in the city’s planning code—is a textbook example of this strategy.
Using hundreds of pages of email records obtained under the California Public Records Act and
other open-source information, we can piece together how this legislation—called the Retail Workers Bill of Rights (RWBOR)–was assembled. The email records trace the RWBOR from a meeting of
liberal and labor union groups in early February 2014 through its passage in late November—with
the Service Employees International Union United Service Workers West, the AFL-CIO affiliated San
Francisco Bay Area Labor Council, and front groups funded by unions colluding to develop and
substantially draft mandate packages that ended up becoming city law.
The following evidence shows how closely the unions and their front groups worked with legislators to draft the San Francisco bills. Hundreds of pages of e-mails between legislators, their
staffs, unions, and union front organizations both in San Francisco and nationally show that
union-affiliated groups drafted the basic ideas, wrote significant parts of the legislation, planned
out the political strategy to gain support, and added self-interested expansions of the bills’
scope just before passage.
Labor now wants to take the model that they employed in the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
state- and nationwide. This San Francisco case study is a cautionary tale of how the legislative
process can go awry in cities where unions have direct access to the levers of policymaking.
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Timeline of Key Events
• J
 anuary 24, 2014: Telephone call between officials of the National Employment Law Project,
the San Francisco Bay Area Labor Council, Jobs With Justice, the Alliance of Californians
for Community Empowerment, and Ken Jacobs of the University of California, Berkeley
Labor Center begins the agenda-setting process, outlines three ideas for formula retail labor
scheduling mandates that served as the basis for the ordinances
• F
 ebruary 10, 2014: Labor holds a celebration and conference to prepare the year’s political
work. Afterward an “issue matrix” is distributed, showing the possible political proposals labor
and its allies and funded groups were supporting.
• M
 ay 5, 2014: Jobs With Justice registers the domain for the campaign website,
retailworkerrights.com.
• M
 ay 7, 2014: Meeting between Conny Ford (SF Labor Foundation), Jobs with Justice San
Francisco staff, Eric Mar’s legislative staff, and the City Attorney to coordinate the drafting of
the ordinances.
• J
 une 9, 2014: Conny Ford sends draft of the Eric Mar ordinance to NELP, asks for assistance in
drafting it.
• J
 une 18, 2014: NELP returns the draft with revisions and NELP-drafted perambulatory sections.
• J
 uly 28, 2014: Gordon Mar (Jobs with Justice) meets with Supervisor David Chiu, gets his
support for the Eric Mar ordinance, and then sends misleading email claiming the Labor
Council (which Ford was a VP of) wasn’t involved in developing the ordinance.
• J
 uly 29, 2014: The two ordinances are introduced.
• August 2014: Council Recess
• E
 arly October, 2014: Jobs with Justice coordinates with the Service Employees International
Union to add contract employees to the bill.
• November 25, 2014: The two ordinances pass the Board of Supervisors.
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Key Players
• Eric Mar
o San Francisco Supervisor, District 1. Lead sponsor of the first Retail Workers Bill. Gordon’s brother.
o Eric Mar was a second-term Supervisor, having been re-elected in a hotly contested election in November
2012. He received significant support from labor and had close personal ties to union front groups.

• Gordon Mar
o P
 resident of Jobs with Justice San Francisco (JWJ SF) and convener of the Formula Retail Steering Committee. Eric’s brother and one-time political consultant.
o In 2014, Gordon Mar had just come off the union payroll as JWJ SF became an independent organization.
Gordon served as a liaison between Eric’s team, national labor “think tanks,” local union front groups, and
the San Francisco Labor Council (and its major member unions).

• Conny Ford
o P
 olitical coordinator for the SF Labor Council, the local union federation. Former Secretary-Treasurer of
OPEIU Local 3, a labor union with close ties to JWJ SF.
o R
 an interference for Gordon and JWJ SF with David Chiu and other supervisors and was part of the initial
conversations on the bill.

• Jobs With Justice San Francisco
o L
 ocal union organizing front group, which was spun off from Conny Ford’s OPEIU Local 3 at the beginning of
2014.
o J
 WJ SF coordinated the Formula Retail Steering Committee, a group of San Francisco officials and union, local
front group, and national group organizers that plotted the political path of the bill. In the run-up to final passage
of the Formula Retail labor ordinances, Strategic Campaign Organizer Michelle Lim served as a key go-between
for Jane Martin of the Service Employees International Union and the legislators involved in the campaign.

• David Chiu
o San Francisco Supervisor, District 3. President of the Board of Supervisors.
o C
 onvened a separate, business and labor-inclusive Predictable Scheduling Task Force on similar issues while
campaigning for the vacant state Assembly seat in the 17th Assembly District. In that race, he faced very
labor-friendly supervisor David Campos.

• Tsedeye Gebreselassie and Paul Sonn
o L
 awyers with the DC- and NYC-based National Employment Law Project. Their organization framed a “formula retail” labor mandate in 2012, and Tsedeye and Paul had a close hand in the crafting and drafting of the
San Francisco bill.

• Jane Martin
o Organizer for SEIU United Service Workers West (SEIU-USWW).
o B
 ecame deeply involved in the retail workers bill campaign late in the legislative process, with a big demand:
Include “contract employees”—janitors, parking attendants, and similar workers likely to be organized by
SEIU-USWW—under the bill.
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Introduction & Background
Labor unions and their activists in San Francisco entered 2014 riding high: Mayor Ed Lee had
endorsed a citywide minimum wage increase
and the city had just enacted an ordinance to
require businesses with more than 20 employees to offer a “right to request” for workers
who need flexible scheduling arrangements to
care for children or sick people. It was with the
political winds at their back that an assortment
of union representatives, left-wing union-funded community organizers, labor-aligned academics, and politicians gathered in early February 2014 to plan their efforts for the next year.
San Francisco has long been hostile to national chains. By 2004, San Francisco had adopted a law requiring stores or restaurants that
qualified as “formula retail” to seek additional
planning permissions before opening. And in
2014, amid a burgeoning campaign for a $15
minimum wage ballot measure, labor groups
sought to impose additional labor regulations
on these chains and their franchisees.

Source: This report is the product of public records requests submitted to the offices of Supervisor Eric Mar and
former Supervisor David Chiu. The requests covered all
2014 email correspondence and attachments related to the
Retail Workers Bill of Rights between the supervisors, their
staffs, and the following organizations: Jobs With Justice-San Francisco; the National Employment Law Project;
San Francisco Labor Council; SEIU United Service Workers West; UNITE HERE Local 2; United Food & Commercial
Workers; and the Center for Labor Research & Education
at UC-Berkeley.

The Proposals
Labor groups settled on two parallel bills
they called the “Retail Workers Bill of
Rights.” The mandates were amended
to apply to only those “formula retail”
(chain store) establishments operating in
San Francisco with 40 or more locations
worldwide and 20 or more total employees in the city.
• The first, main bill was principallysponsored by Supervisor Eric Mar. It
mandated that employers wishing to
schedule more hours of work must
give right of first refusal to part-time
employees before hiring more workers
and that new firms taking over existing
formula retail establishments must retain existing employees at their existing pay rate in order of seniority.
• The second, partner bill was principally sponsored by Supervisor David
Chiu. It required employers to schedule employees two weeks in advance,
to pay a minimum of four hours’ pay
to employees who were “on-call” for a
shift or dismissed early, to pay a fixed
number of hours’ pay to employees
who have schedule changes within the
two-week window (with the number
of hours determined by the timing of
the change and the length of the shift
changed) and to allow part-time employees the same access to time off
requests that fulltime employees have.
The provisions of both bills were additionally extended to employees of security and janitorial contractors (of any size)
for formula retail establishments at the
urging of organized labor.
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The Evidence
Jobs with Justice, Led by Supervisor Mar’s Brother, Organized and Managed the Effort to Pass
RWBOR
Gordon Mar of Jobs with Justice San Francisco (JWJ SF)—a union front group that formerly operated all its payroll through the Office and Professional Employees International Union
(OPEIU) Local 3—is the brother of lead sponsor of the formula retail bills, Eric Mar.
The “policy matrix” reproduced here was distributed in discussions surrounding meetings between
various left-wing organizing groups and labor unions, showing the alliances of organizations and
leading politicians on various proposals. The formula retail labor mandates—called the “Retail Workers Bill of Rights” for P.R. purposes—seem to have grown out of the “Large Retailer Accountability
Act” proposal. That original proposal included a possible minimum wage unique to large retailers,
requirements for employees’ hours of work, and even a possible union exemption.

The matrix shows that Gordon’s brother, S.F. Supervisor Eric Mar, would take the legislative lead
on that effort. Gordon and Jobs with Justice would coordinate the legislation through a “Formula
Retail Steering Committee” of labor unions, union front organizations, community groups, and
close legislators all the way through the bill’s passage. Jobs with Justice had so much control
over the development of the legislative program that Gordon Mar registered the domain “retailworkerrights.com” to promote it before the bill was drafted.
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The National Employment Law Project Helped Write the Legislation
The National Employment Law Project is a union-funded organization that advocates for mandates on service-industry and retail employers, such as minimum wage increases. Department
of Labor filings for private-sector unions and public sector union national headquarters for the
five most recent completed fiscal years indicate unions contributed nearly three-quarters of
a million dollars ($730,000) to NELP. The Washington- and New York City-based organization
played a major role in the development and drafting of the legislation, including presenting
model policy.
Prior to the meeting of the Bay Area labor movement on February 10, Gordon Mar, Conny Ford,
John Eller of the liberal group Alliance of Californians for Community Empowerment (ACCE),
and Ken Jacobs of the University of California, Berkeley Labor Center consulted with NELP on a
possible retail-focused policy. Paul Sonn, who with fellow NELP staff attorney Tsedeye Gebreselassie played a major role in drafting the Formula Retail Ordinance, responded with a framework of policies that largely informed the ultimate ordinance.
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Conny Ford later liaised with Tsedeye Gebreselassie of NELP to expand an initial draft drawn up
by the San Francisco City Attorney’s Office. She encouraged NELP to “be as forward thinking
as possible.”
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The “purpose and findings” section of the bill—rhetorical material that explains “why” the politicians are passing the law—was substantially drafted by NELP, according to the emails. Gebreselassie offered such language to the committee, according to the emails.
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The Labor Council Ran Political Effort
In communications with legislative staff for other Supervisors, Gordon gave all credit for developing the policy proposals to NELP, rather than crediting the Labor Council for its early role in
developing the legislation and political strategy.
For instance, in one July email, Gordon Mar told the staff of Supervisor David Chiu that the San
Francisco Labor Council “played no role” in the development of the policy, giving all credit to
NELP. Additionally, Gordon made a point to inform Chiu’s people that the Labor Council “did not
formally endorse [Mar’s bill] until early July” as in the email below.

Even as Mar wrote the email above, he knew that the Labor Council had been commissioned to
develop political strategy for RWBOR before the formal endorsement and had been involved in
devising and shepherding the bill from the beginning. Conny Ford—a Labor Council V.P.—had
been involved in the proposal campaign from the start. The email referenced in the previous
section shows that she sent the initial draft legislation to NELP for feedback. (The Labor Foundation, from which Ford sent the email, is the 501(c)(3) “labor and community advocacy” organization affiliated with the Labor Council.)
Even before this email, Ford was also scheduled to attend a meeting between Gordon Mar, Eric
Mar’s legislative staffers, San Francisco labor administrator Donna Levitt, and the San Francisco
City’s Attorney for input on the drafting of the Mar ordinance.
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Later, Ford’s San Francisco Labor Council was tasked with helping to “develop the political strategy for the RWBOR.” Gordon Mar and Jobs with Justice hailed the Council’s efforts to pass an
addition to San Francisco’s already-onerous healthcare mandates in the below email excerpt,
sent to the steering committee members on June 30.
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The claims in Gordon Mar’s July 29th email to Chiu’s legislative staffer seem duplicitous in light
of Gordon’s email to his internal coalition immediately above. Mar had good reason for this
double-talk: His organization was co-opting one of Chiu’s signature issues. Chiu, who served as
President of the Board of Supervisors, had his own pre-existing task force working on scheduling. His effort had initially sought to include business owners in addition to labor groups. A
press report by the San Francisco Appeal described Chiu’s “Predictable Scheduling Task Force”
thus:
Chiu […] said that over the last year a Predictable Scheduling Task Force representing
laborers, working families, and employers convened to specifically address the topic.
The SEIU Gets Its Cut: Drawing in Contractors
The Service Employees International Union United Service Workers-West (SEIU USW-W) represents janitors, airport workers, and security guards in California. Its ground organizer in San
Francisco, Jane Martin, asked the Formula Retail Steering Committee—coordinating through
Gordon Mar’s aide at Jobs With Justice, Michelle Lim—to insert “additional language specifying
that building services contractors of formula retail establishments are covered employers” into
the formula retail bills.
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Including them in the bill would strengthen SEIU’s hand in contract talks and potentially reopen
negotiations for contracts that had already been agreed. The following email exchanges show
how much control JWJ and the legislative staffs allowed SEIU’s Jane Martin to exercise in the
drafting of the provisions relating to contractor employees. The emails show that it was the SEIU,
not the legislative staff, who directly responded to the City Attorney’s questions on how crucial
parts of the bill should be worded.
The initial question block was written by the City Attorney’s office, which had questions for the
Steering Committee regarding its precise goals on contract employees. SEIU’s Martin tracked
changes and answered the questions that had been asked of Eric Mar’s legislative staff and forwarded her responses to JWJ. Martin also gave the bolded information, explaining in more detail
SEIU’s wishes from the bill.
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Legislative staffer Nick Pagoulatos managed the RWBOR ordinance for Supervisor Eric Mar. In
these exchanges, he is looped in after the fact about the SEIU’s desired re-writes of the bill.
Ultimately, SEIU-USW West got most of what it wanted. Janitorial and security services—both
heavily unionized by SEIU in California—were included in the final ordinances. No carve-out for
small contractors—a key SEIU demand—was given in either.
A separate but related issue that presented in the internal debates over the ordinances regarded a
controversial carve-out provision for collectively bargained contracts. Unite HERE Local 2, part of
the Steering Committee, strongly argued for one as it related to hotel restaurants, as in the email
below. An amendment to the final legislation contained a provision that allowed unionized workplaces to waive these mandates in collective bargaining agreements.
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Conclusion
It shouldn’t be surprising that there are unsavory special-interest negotiations and backroom
dealings in city and regional politics. But unions like the SEIU, the Teamsters, and the AFL-CIO
along with labor-funded groups like the Center for Media and Democracy are engaging in hypocrisy by condemning business and free-market groups for participating in the policy process
through supporting politicians and using advocacy groups to help draft legislation.
As this report shows, labor unions do exactly that when and where they have the opportunities. San Francisco enacted a bill that originated from a coalition of labor organizations and was
drafted in part by a national labor union-funded group, the National Employment Law Project.
Local labor groups reached out to the labor-funded NELP, which then provided the local groups
with a series of policy recommendations.
A second national labor union-funded group, Jobs with Justice, debuted a campaign on employee scheduling mandates in a friendly city in order to gain a victory that would create illusory
momentum for a “historic” measure that materially benefits the organizations pushing it.
We will continue to see this strategy repeated. This year, the SEIU pushed a Connecticut bill that
would fine employers otherwise in compliance with labor laws that did not pay the union-approved wage level. In New York, the same union leaned on the Governor to use his executive
power to create a $15 wage mandate. And in Seattle, labor unions were deeply embedded in
the push to raise the minimum wage to $15 per hour. According to sworn testimony, a top SEIU
official reportedly vowed to use the policy push “to break the franchise model” and make franchised stores easier to unionize.
The SEIU, AFL-CIO, and aligned groups also want to push conservative organizations out of
the policy process, going to the extent of demanding that financial supporters be either outed
publicly or withdraw support under activist pressure. Yet the unions themselves are engaging in
near-identical tactics.
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